Adjoint sensitivity of global cloud droplet number to aerosol and dynamical parameters
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Abstract. We present the development of the adjoint of a comprehensive cloud droplet formation parameterization for use in aerosol-cloud-climate interaction studies. The adjoint efficiently and accurately calculates the sensitivity of cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) to all parameterization inputs (e.g., updraft velocity, water uptake coefficient, aerosol number and hygroscopicity) with a single execution. The adjoint is then integrated within three dimensional (3-D) aerosol modeling frameworks to quantify the sensitivity of CDNC formation globally to each parameter. Sensitivities are computed for year-long executions of the NASA Global Modeling Initiative (GMI) Chemical Transport Model (CTM), using wind fields computed with the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) Global Circulation Model (GCM) II\(^\dagger\), and the GEOS-Chem CTM, driven by meteorological input from the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) of the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO). We find that over polluted (pristine) areas, CDNC is more sensitive to updraft velocity and uptake coefficient (aerosol number and hygroscopicity). Over the oceans of the Northern Hemisphere, addition of anthropogenic or biomass burning aerosol is predicted to increase CDNC in contrast to coarse-mode sea salt which tends to decrease CDNC. Over the Southern Oceans, CDNC is most sensitive to sea salt, which is the main aerosol component of the region. Globally, CDNC is predicted to be less sensitive to changes in the hygroscopicity of the aerosols than in their concentration with the exception of dust where CDNC is very sensitive to particle hydrophilicity over arid areas. Regionally, the sensitivities differ considerably between the two frameworks and quantitatively reveal why the models differ considerably in their indirect forcing estimates.

1 Introduction

As cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), aerosols modulate the radiative properties of clouds by altering CDNC, droplet effective radius, precipitation, and cloud albedo. Within global climate models (GCMs), the aerosol-cloud link is modeled by direct application of a cloud droplet formation parameterization (Boucher and Lohmann, 1995; Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000; Nenes and Seinfeld, 2003; Segal and Khain, 2006), or using the latter within a two moment framework (Seifert and Beheng, 2006; Morrison and Gettelman, 2008). Quantifying the sensitivity of climate state to model parameters is at the heart of any climate impact assessment. It is almost exclusively evaluated by “brute force methods”, in which relevant parameters are independently perturbed and the model response is quantified in separate simulations. For aerosol-cloud-climate interaction studies, parameters related to aerosol emissions, hygroscopicity and dynamical forcing at cloud base are most often perturbed. For example, Spracklen et al. (2005), by using the global aerosol microphysics model GLOMAP and individually perturbing the process parameters, conclude that uncertainties in aerosol microphysical processes have a larger effect on global sulfate and sea salt derived condensation nuclei (CN) and CCN concentrations than uncertainties in present-day sulfur emissions. Sotiropoulou et al. (2006, 2007) combined the GISS GCM Model II\(^\dagger\) with explicit treatment of aerosol-cloud interactions and in-situ observations to estimate the uncertainty of shortwave cloud radiative forcing and autoconversion rate associated with the application of Köhler theory. Their study suggested that this error is not significant compared to errors in the size distribution or unresolved subgrid cloud dynamics.
Ervens et al. (2007) used in-situ data from the ICARTT field study to determine the main parameters required for achieving CCN closure; they found that knowledge of the aerosol size distribution along with a simple representation of aerosol composition (soluble fraction) was adequate, especially at high supersaturations. Ervens et al. (2010) found that while freshly-emitted pollution aerosol could not be represented without knowledge of more complex composition, CCN derived from aged aerosols could be predicted within a factor of two with any mixing state assumption. Furthermore, a factor of two uncertainty in CCN concentration was found to yield \( \sim 15\% \) uncertainty in CDNC. Korhoren et al. (2010), using GLOMAP, studied the sensitivity of CDNC, aerosol size distribution, and natural aerosol processes to sea salt emissions. Woodhouse et al. (2010) used GLOMAP to calculate the sensitivity of CCN to changes in dimethyl-sulfide (DMS) emission using multiple present-day and future sea-surface DMS climatologies. Liu and Wang (2010) used the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) to examine the sensitivity of global CCN and aerosol indirect forcing to the hygroscopicity of primary and secondary organic aerosols. Barahona et al. (2011) used the NASA GMI model to calculate the relative change of CDNC associated with diabatic activation. The largest relative change of CDNC was found in the tropics, downwind of large emission sources, and in South America and North Africa where clouds with moderate CDNC \((100–300 \text{ cm}^{-2})\) are present. Alterskjær et al. (2012) investigated the effect of sea salt injections on marine clouds, using data of cloud optical depth, liquid cloud fraction, and CDNC from satellite retrievals and compared the derived sensitivity to a corresponding estimate from the Norwegian Earth System Model (NorESM).

The studies presented above are in no way a thorough literature review on aerosol-cloud interactions but are examples where sensitivity of CCN (or CDNC) to a parameter is estimated by finite differencing discrete model evaluations for each parameter investigated. To increase efficiency of these investigations and to assess the role of nonlinearity in cloud droplet activation, approaches other than finite differences have been employed in recent years. Anttila and Kerminen (2007) investigated the role of Aitken mode particles in continental convective cloud formation with a probabilistic collocation method, which approximates the function of the parameterization with polynomials. Haertner et al. (2009) combined single and multiple parameter perturbation experiments to explore the parametric uncertainty in aerosol activation in ECHAM5. Motivated by testing an inverse modeling framework for aerosol indirect effects, Partridge et al. (2011) developed a response surface model for an adiabatic cloud parcel model, which provides a 2-D representation of the role of input parameters (e.g., updraft, surface tension) on the cloud droplet number. Most recently, Lee et al. (2011b) developed and used a Gaussian process emulator for the GLOMAP global model to estimate the CCN sensitivity to model parameters (e.g., oxidation activation parameter, mass accommodation coefficient) in polluted and remote marine environments as a function of altitude.

Alternatively, sensitivities can be explicitly calculated. For example, Rissman et al. (2004) used a droplet formation parameterization to derive analytical expressions of the sensitivity of CDNC to aerosol and dynamical parameters. These expressions were then used to compare the sensitivity of droplet number to aerosol chemical composition, updraft velocity and size distribution parameters. In particular, they demonstrated that the effect of aerosol composition on CDNC can be as much as \(1.5\) times more important than the corresponding effect of updraft velocity. Although comprehensive, this approach requires significant development, and it may not be feasible for more complex process formulations. Alternately, the adjoint technique is an attractive approach for computing sensitivities as it accurately and efficiently quantifies the required perturbations in each control parameter for a requisite change in a calculated quantity in a single execution (Giering, 2000).

The meteorological and oceanographic modeling communities initiated the extension of the adjoint method, originally developed in control theory (Lions, 1971), to geophysical applications (Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991). Adjoint techniques are a primary means of estimating model parameters and inputs (e.g., initial conditions) by assimilation of observations in accordance with model physics in these fields (Sasaki, 1970; Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986). Development of adjoint methods for climate models began with Hall (1986), who demonstrated the utility of this method in assessing climate sensitivity to model parameters (e.g., doubling of atmospheric \(\text{CO}_2\), increase of 0.03 in surface albedo). Investigations of parameter (e.g., emissions rates, rate constants) importance in CTMs have become possible with increased computational resources and development of automatic differentiation tools that facilitate formulation of adjoint models (e.g., TAPENADE; Hascoët and Pascual, 2004). Sensitivities of gaseous species concentrations have been widely investigated (Menut et al., 2000; Vukičević and Hess, 2000; Sandu et al., 2005; Hakami et al., 2005; Martment and Harley, 2006) and recently, sensitivities of aerosol species concentrations have been investigated with this technique (Hakami et al., 2005; Henze et al., 2009; Kopacz et al., 2011; Capps et al., 2012). Adding the sensitivity of cloud droplet formation and propagating aerosol sensitivities thereon considerably augment the capabilities of these adjoint model frameworks and, if included in coupled climate models, could offer a unique insight into what drives CDNC and indirect forcing variability.
Here we present the development of the adjoint of the Kumar et al. (2009) cloud droplet formation parameterization. We then demonstrate its capabilities by driving it with output from the NASA Global Modeling Initiative (GMI) and GEOS-Chem 3-D CTMs. Thus, we produce the global sensitivity field of CDNC to updraft velocity, uptake coefficient, hygroscopicity of soluble particles, adsorption parameters of insoluble particles, and aerosol concentration. The sensitivities are then used to explain sources and differences of CDNC predictions and indirect forcing assessments.

2 Development of the cloud droplet formation parameterization adjoint

2.1 The cloud droplet formation parameterization

The calculation of CDNC is carried out in two conceptual steps (Fig. 1). The first step involves the determination of the “CCN spectrum”, \( F^s(s) \), which is the number of CCN that can activate to form droplets at a certain level of supersaturation. The second step is to determine the maximum supersaturation, \( s_{\text{max}} \), that develops in the ascending cloudy parcels so that the droplet number that forms is equal to \( F^s(s_{\text{max}}) \).

\[ F^s(s) = \int_0^s n^s(s) \, ds = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{\text{m}}} N_i \frac{1}{2} \text{erfc} \left( -\frac{\ln(s_{\text{g},i})}{x \sqrt{2 \ln(\sigma_i)}} \right) \quad (1) \]

where \( s_{\text{g},i} \) is the critical supersaturation of the particle (i.e., the level of supersaturation at which the particle activates into a cloud droplet) with a diameter equal to the geometric mean diameter of the mode \( i \), \( \sigma_i \) is the geometric standard deviation for mode \( i \), and \( x \) is an exponent that expresses the aerosol-water vapor interactions. In particular, for hygroscopic aerosols, following Köhler theory, \( x = -\frac{3}{2} \) (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005), while in adsorption theory based on the Frenkel-Halsey-Hill (FHH) isotherm, \( x \) varies between \(-0.8\) and \(-1.2\) and depends on the adsorption parameters, \( A_{\text{FHH}} \) and \( B_{\text{FHH}} \) (Kumar et al., 2009, 2011a). Kumar et al. (2011b) also extended the FHH framework to include a soluble fraction to represent aged dust, so that \( x \) also depends on the soluble fraction.

The maximum supersaturation, \( s_{\text{max}} \), is calculated from an equation that expresses the supersaturation tendency in the ascending cloudy air parcels (Nenes and Seinfeld, 2003; Barahona and Nenes, 2007),

\[ \frac{2aV}{\pi \gamma \rho_w} - Gs_{\text{max}} I(0, s_{\text{max}}) = 0 \quad (2) \]

where \( V \) is the updraft velocity, \( \rho_w \) is the density of water, and other parameters \((a, \gamma, G)\) are defined as in Barahona and Nenes (2007). \( I(0, s_{\text{max}}) \) is known as the “condensation integral” (Barahona et al., 2010; Barahona and Nenes, 2007; Kumar et al., 2009), and it expresses the condensational depletion of supersaturation upon the growing droplets at the point of \( s_{\text{max}} \) in the cloud updraft. Equation (2) is solved numerically. Once \( s_{\text{max}} \) is determined, the CDNC is just the value of the CCN spectrum at \( s_{\text{max}} \) (i.e., \( N_d = F^s(s_{\text{max}}) \)) from Eq. (1).

2.2 Development of the adjoint

The adjoint model corresponding to the parameterization of Sect. 2.1 efficiently determines the sensitivity of the CDNC with respect to each input parameter (updraft velocity, uptake coefficient, aerosol number, hygroscopicity of soluble aerosol species, adsorption parameters of insoluble aerosols).
(Fig. 1). The adjoint is developed assuming the hydrophilicity of insoluble particles is driven solely by the adsorption parameters (leaving variations in the dust soluble fraction as presented by Kumar et al. (2011b) for a future study). One call of the adjoint requires a forward model execution (Fig. 1, green and blue arrows) followed by reverse calculation of the same functions and the associated derivative calculations (Fig. 1, red elements). Thus, a single execution of the parameterization adjoint calculates this array of sensitivities by propagating an adjoint forcing through a reverse execution of the derivatives of the model equations. Generally, the code is augmented for each elementary calculation in the model by applying the chain rule of derivative calculus with the automatic differentiation tool TAPENADE (Hascoët, 2004).

The approach outlined above applies only to code with explicit functional dependence of results on intermediate or input parameters. Since the calculation of the maximum supersaturation, \( s_{\text{max}} \), requires the implicit bisection method, direct calculation of sensitivities is precluded. Caps et al. (2012) also encountered this issue when developing the adjoint of the ISORROPIA thermodynamics code and addressed it by applying the explicit Newton-Raphson (N-R) method after convergence of bisection (Bartholomew-Biggs, 1998). The adjoint was then developed for the latter step for sensitivity calculations as follows. TAPENADE was used to create the tangent linear model of the maximum supersaturation calculation. This code is then used to calculate the derivative of the objective function of the bisection method with respect to the converged root value. With this sensitivity, a single N-R step is taken after bisection convergence in the forward model calculation. The reverse execution of the adjoint model propagates derivatives only through the N-R step (not bisection) and then through the derivatives of the CCN spectrum computation (Fig. 1, red elements). Thereby, after calculation of the forward model at the specified parameter values, the derivative of CDNC with respect to each intermediate variable in the code is computed and passed through the augmented code in reverse order. The result is the efficient, simultaneous calculation of the adjoint sensitivities of CDNC with respect to the parameterization inputs.

2.3 Evaluation of droplet parameterization adjoint

The accuracy of the adjoint model is extensively verified against forward model sensitivities (Fig. 2) calculated using central finite differences (brute force). The finite difference calculation requires an additional forward model evaluation per input parameter, using a 1% relative perturbation in each input parameter. To cover a wide range of conditions, monthly averaged aerosol concentrations (spanning one year) from every grid cell of the GMI model (Sect. 3.1) is used as input to the adjoint of the cloud droplet formation parameterization. In addition, ten different updraft velocities were used ranging from 0.1 m s\(^{-1}\) to 5 m s\(^{-1}\), five uptake coefficients ranging from 0.06 to 1, and three \( A_{\text{FHH}} \) and \( B_{\text{FHH}} \) adsorption parameters ranging from 1.75 to 2.75 and from 1.1 to 1.3, respectively. The adjoint sensitivities are virtually identical to the finite difference sensitivities (\( R^2 > 0.99 \)).

3 Application of droplet parameterization adjoint in three dimensional model frameworks

3.1 The NASA Global Modeling Initiative (GMI)

The GMI 3-D global CTM (http://gmi.gsfc.nasa.gov) was originally described by Rotman et al. (2001) and Considine et al. (2005). The aerosol module used in this study includes primary emissions, gas phase and aqueous phase chemistry with one hour time step, wet and dry deposition, and hygroscopic growth (Liu et al., 2005). The horizontal resolution is 4° × 5° latitude by longitude and the vertical resolution has 23 layers and a model top at 0.1 hPa. The model time step for chemistry is one hour. Winds, temperatures, and other meteorological quantities used in this work are taken from the GISS GCM II’ and represents the period from January 1997 to February 1998 with the first two months used to spin-up the model. Emissions are provided by Liu et al. (2005) and include \( \text{SO}_2 \), DMS, \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), black carbon, organic carbon, mineral dust, and sea salt based on the draft IPCC-specified 2000 scenario. The global emissions of \( \text{SO}_2 \), BC, and OC in GMI are 73.8 Tg-S yr\(^{-1}\), 13.5 Tg-C yr\(^{-1}\) and 111.2 Tg-C yr\(^{-1}\), respectively.

Monthly-averaged mass concentrations of aerosols are computed from GMI and are given as an input to the cloud droplet formation parameterization. Aerosols are distributed in four modes: sulfate, organic mass and black carbon from fossil fuel combustion; organic mass and black carbon from biomass burning; sulfate and sea salt from marine processes;
Table 1. Size distribution parameters applied to aerosol populations from GMI and GEOS-Chem models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aerosol type</th>
<th>Aerosol components</th>
<th>Density (g cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Median diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Geometric standard deviation</th>
<th>Number fraction</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropogenic, Biomass Burning(^a)</td>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chuang et al. (1997); Radke et al. (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>1.725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ammonium</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organic Carbon</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black Carbon</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass Burning(^b)</td>
<td>Organic Carbon</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anderson et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black Carbon</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine</td>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>Lance et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>1.725</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sea Salt</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Dust</td>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>D’Almeida et al. (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>(3 \times 10^{-6})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) The biomass burning aerosols participate in the first mode only for the GEOS-Chem application.

\(^b\) For the GEOS-Chem application, mode 2 is not used as the biomass burning aerosols are in the first mode together with the anthropogenic aerosols.

and mineral dust. Aerosols from the first three modes are assumed to follow Köhler theory whereas mineral dust is assumed to be insoluble and to follow FHH adsorption theory. Particles within each mode are modeled as internally mixed and follow a prescribed in-cloud number size distribution following the approach of Karydis et al. (2011) (Table 1).

Other important parameters for CDNC calculations include an effective water vapor uptake coefficient of 0.06 (Fountoukis et al., 2007) and FHH adsorption parameters, \(A_{FHH} = 2.25\) and \(B_{FHH} = 1.2\) (Kumar et al., 2011a; Karydis et al., 2011). Additionally, the updraft velocities are representative of typical stratocumulus clouds and are constrained using observations, \(V = 0.3\) m s\(^{-1}\) over land, and \(V = 0.15\) m s\(^{-1}\) over ocean (Guibert et al., 2003; Meskhidze et al., 2005; Chuang et al., 2000). Karydis et al. (2011) compared the predicted CDNC, based on these parameters, against observational data from continental, polluted marine and clean marine regions around the world. Overall, they found that the model is often in reasonably good agreement with observations.

### 3.2 GEOS-Chem

The GEOS-Chem 3-D global CTM (v9-01-01; http://geos-chem.org) documented first in Bey et al. (2001) and Park et al. (2004), is driven by the NASA GMAO GEOS-5 assimilated meteorological data. The model was executed for December 2006 to December 2008, with the first year considered to be model spin-up. The temporal resolution of GEOS-5 is 6 h or 3 h for surface variables and mixing depths; the data are aggregated from 0.5\(^\circ\) by 0.67\(^\circ\) horizontal resolution to 2\(^\circ\) by 2.5\(^\circ\), and in vertical resolution from 72 to 47 hybrid pressure-sigma levels from the surface to 0.01 hPa (Bey et al., 2001).

The model simulates tropospheric ozone-NO\(_x\)-hydrocarbon-aerosol chemistry as described by Zhang et al. (2012). The sulfate-nitrate-ammonium aerosol system interacts with the gas phase according to equilibrium thermodynamics (Park et al., 2004; Pye et al., 2009) calculated with ISORROPIA II (Fountoukis et al., 2007). The rate of in-cloud production of sulfate is in accordance with the liquid water content given by GEOS-5 for each grid cell as recently described by Fisher et al. (2011). Other inorganic aerosol species represented are accumulation and coarse mode sea salt (Alexander et al., 2005) and four classes of dust aerosol (Fairlie et al., 2007). Nitrate and sulfate can accumulate on sea salt aerosol. Organic aerosol (OC) and elemental carbon (EC) are represented as either hydrophobic or hydrophilic; hydrophobic carbonaceous aerosol shift to hydrophilic (1.2 day e-folding time) (Park et al., 2003).

Emissions of aerosol-related species are compiled from a variety of inventories. Anthropogenic emissions of CO, NO\(_x\), and SO\(_2\) are defined by the EDGAR 3.2 monthly global inventory for 2000 (Olivier and Berdowski, 2001), which are scaled to modeled years according to economic data (van Donkelaar et al., 2008) or superseded by regional inventories (e.g., US (NEI05), Canada (CAC), Mexico (BRAVO), Europe (EMEP), and East Asia; Streets et al., 2006). Bond et al. (2007) describes the global inventory of anthropogenic emissions of carbonaceous aerosols (BC/OC), which was implemented by Leibensperger et al. (2012). Global shipping emissions are from ICOADS, which were implemented by Lee et al. (2011a). Natural emissions include open biomass burning from GFED2 (van der Werf et al., 2009); biogenic
soil NO\textsubscript{x} emissions of Yienger and Levy (1995); eruptive and non-eruptive volcanic SO\textsubscript{2} emissions developed by T. Diehl (http://aerocom.met.no/data.html) and implemented in GEOS-Chem by Fisher et al. (2011); and lightning NO\textsubscript{x} in accordance with Price and Rind (1992). Estimates from Leibensperger et al. (2012) for GEOS-Chem are representative of the annual global emissions of SO\textsubscript{2}, BC, and POC in this study of 105 Tg \textsubscript{S} yr\textsuperscript{-2}, 7.3 Tg C yr\textsuperscript{-1}, and 33 Tg C yr\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively.

Deposition processes govern the removal of aerosol and related gases. Water-soluble gases and aerosols undergo wet deposition as described by Mari et al. (2000) and Liu et al. (2001), respectively. Recently, corrections were implemented to improve washout for highly soluble gases other than HNO\textsubscript{3} (Amos et al., 2012) and to allow washout and rainout in the same grid box (Wang et al., 2004). The resistance-in-series scheme of Wesely (1989), implemented by Wang et al. (1998), describes dry deposition.

Monthly-averaged mass concentrations of aerosols are computed from GEOS-Chem and are given as an input to the cloud droplet formation parameterization. Aerosols are distributed in three modes: sulfate, ammonium, nitrate, organic mass, and black carbon from anthropogenic and biomass burning sources; sulfate, nitrate, and sea salt from marine processes; and mineral dust. The CCN activity of aerosols from the first two modes is assumed to follow Köhler theory whereas mineral dust is assumed to be insoluble and follow FHH adsorption activation theory. Particles within each mode are internally mixed and assumed to follow a prescribed in-cloud number size distribution following Karydis et al. (2011) (Table 1). Other parameters required for CDNC calculations follow those used for the GMI model.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Overview of model predictions

The predicted annual mean CDNC at the lowest cloudforming level derived from the aerosol concentration fields of GMI and GEOS-Chem models are shown in Figs. 3a and 4a, respectively. CDNC refers to the number concentration of droplets nucleated in-cloud and represents an upper limit since the parameterization does not account for droplet depletion by collision, coalescence and collection. As expected, higher CDNC concentrations (up to 750 cm\textsuperscript{-3}) are predicted over the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (i.e., over east Asia, Europe, and Eastern US), which is in accordance with the high CCN concentrations occurring over the industrialized regions. The predicted CDNC based on the GEOS-Chem aerosol concentration field is higher over East Asia than over Europe or the United States. GMI predicts similar CDNC over these three regions. Given that the years simulated by GEOS-Chem and GMI are 2008 and 1999, respectively, this trend depicts the increase of East Asian emissions during the last decade. Over the continents of the Southern Hemisphere, large CDNC values occur over South America and Africa in regions affected by biomass burning. The predicted CDNC from GEOS-Chem (up to 700 cm\textsuperscript{-3}) is higher than the corresponding GMI predictions (up to 600 cm\textsuperscript{-3}) over these regions. Over oceans, CDNC is increased up to 200 cm\textsuperscript{-3} by continental aerosol transported from the subtropical west coasts of Africa and America, and the east coasts of North America and Asia (Minnis et al., 1992; Prospero et al., 1983). Lower CDNCs are predicted over the cleaner remote oceans of the Southern Hemisphere and in the Polar Regions (up to 80 cm\textsuperscript{-3}). The lowest concentration predicted by GEOS-Chem (∼40 cm\textsuperscript{-3}) is about twofold higher than GMI (∼20 cm\textsuperscript{-3}).

The predicted CDNC from GEOS-Chem and GMI are also compared against observational data from continental, polluted marine and clean marine regions around the world, described by Karydis et al. (2011). The summary of this comparison (Fig. 5) shows that over clean marine regions, concentration ranges from 31 cm\textsuperscript{-3} (49 cm\textsuperscript{-3}) to 161 cm\textsuperscript{-3} (247 cm\textsuperscript{-3}) (Eastern Pacific) are predicted from GMI (GEOS-Chem), respectively; these agree with observed CDNC values mostly to within 50 % for 57 % (64 %) of the cases, which range from 17 cm\textsuperscript{-3} to 272 cm\textsuperscript{-3}. The predicted CDNC range increases to 72–520 cm\textsuperscript{-3} (in GMI) and 70–498 cm\textsuperscript{-3} (in GEOS-Chem) over polluted marine regions close to coasts. These are well within the observed values over those regions (61–325 cm\textsuperscript{-3}), as 39 % and 57 % of the GMI and GEOS-Chem predictions, respectively, diverge less than 50 % from the measurements. The predicted CDNC over continental regions ranges between 98 cm\textsuperscript{-3} and 677 cm\textsuperscript{-3} in GMI and between 80 cm\textsuperscript{-3} and 704 cm\textsuperscript{-3} in GEOS-Chem; observed values range from 56 cm\textsuperscript{-3} up to 1050 cm\textsuperscript{-3}. A significant fraction (40 % and 49 %) of the CDNC predictions from GMI and GEOS-Chem, respectively, diverge less than 50 % from the available measurements over the continents.

4.2 Sensitivity of global CDNC distribution to input parameters

CDNC sensitivity to input parameters (updraft velocity, up-take coefficient, and aerosol concentration) were calculated and for comparison are presented as fully normalized by the value of the input parameter and the predicted CDNC (i.e., $\frac{\partial N}{\partial N_{a}} = \frac{\partial \ln N_{a}}{\partial \ln I}$, where $I$ is the input parameter considered).

Updraft velocity: Figs. 3b and 4b depict the global annual average sensitivity distribution of CDNC to updraft velocity, $V$, derived from GMI and GEOS-Chem models, respectively. CDNC exhibits an approximate power law dependence on the updraft velocity, i.e. $N_{a} = aV^{b}$, with $a$ being positive, and $b$ ranging from 0 to 1 (Morales and Nenes, 2010). Therefore, the CDNC sensitivity to updraft velocity, $\frac{\partial N}{\partial V} = abV^{b-1}$, is higher when $V$ is low since $b - 1 < 0$, and depends on the available CN and the predicted activation fraction ($\frac{CN}{CN}$) as follows, $\frac{\partial N}{\partial V}$ can be written as
Fig. 3. Predicted annual mean (a) cloud droplet number concentration \((\text{cm}^{-3})\), and its sensitivity to (b) updraft velocity \((V)\), (c) uptake coefficient \((\alpha_c)\), (d) anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosol number concentration \((N_{\alpha-A} + N_{\alpha-BB})\), (e) sea salt aerosol number concentration \((N_{p-SS})\), (f) anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosol hygroscopicity \((\kappa_A + \kappa_{BB})\), (g) sea salt aerosol hygroscopicity \((\kappa_{SS})\) and (h) \(B_{FHH}\) adsorption parameter derived from the aerosol concentration fields of GMI model for the lowest cloud-forming level.

\[
\frac{\partial N_d}{\partial \text{CCN}} \frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial V}, \quad \frac{\partial N_d}{\partial \text{CCN}} \quad \text{at } n_{\text{max}}, \quad \frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial S_{\text{max}}}, \quad \frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial V}
\]
is constant and equal to 1 (Nenes et al., 2001), \(\frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial \text{CCN}}\) is higher in low activation fractions, and \(\frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial V}\) is higher in low updrafts. In areas where the activation fraction is high (i.e., Southern Oceans), \(\frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial \text{CCN}}\) is very small, as most of the aerosols are already activated into droplets, so the CDNC sensitivity to updraft velocity is predicted to be as low as 0.2 and 0.4 by GMI and GEOS-Chem, respectively. GEOS-Chem predicts a higher sensitivity over the pristine environments than GMI due to the lower activation fractions of the former over these areas as the initial aerosol loading in GEOS-Chem is higher, which results in a lower \(n_{\text{max}}\). When the activation fraction is low (i.e., polluted marine and continental environments), the \(\frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial \text{CCN}}\) and \(\frac{\partial n_{\text{max}}}{\partial V}\) are high, resulting in large CDNC sensitivity to updraft.
velocity over these areas. Given that the updraft velocity over oceans tends to be lower than over land, the sensitivity of CDNC is larger over the polluted marine areas and especially close to coasts than over the continents with values up to 1.2 and 1.3 over W. Europe by GEOS-Chem and GMI, respectively. Over the continents, the sensitivity is larger over Eastern Asia, Central Europe, and Eastern North America (up to 1) where the activation fraction is predicted to be low (between 1% and 6%).

**Uptake coefficient:** the sensitivity of CDNC to water uptake coefficient, $\frac{\partial N_d}{\partial \alpha_c}$, is negative and larger over the polluted environments of the Northern Hemisphere (Figs. 3c, 4c). The sensitivity is negative because a higher coefficient increases the water uptake from the aerosols in the
non-continuum effects (effective diffusivity) of water vapor onto the droplets. Substituting $D'_V$ in the $G$ term of Eq. (2) we obtain $V = \frac{\pi \gamma \rho_w}{2a} D'_V s_{\text{max}} I (0, s_{\text{max}})$ and therefore $\frac{\partial N}{\partial \alpha_c} \sim \frac{\partial D'_V}{\partial \alpha_c} \frac{\pi \gamma \rho_w}{2a} s_{\text{max}} I (0, s_{\text{max}}) \sim -0.5 \frac{\pi \gamma \rho_w}{2a} s_{\text{max}} I (0, s_{\text{max}})$. Consequently, changing the uptake coefficient is equivalent to a negatively proportional change of the updraft velocity, and explains the strong anticorrelation between $\frac{\partial N}{\partial \alpha_c}$ and $\text{CCN}_\text{CN}$.

Aerosol concentration: the sensitivity of CDNC to anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosol concentrations, $\frac{\partial N}{\partial (N_{\text{a}}+N_{\text{bb}})}$, which include sulfate, OC, and BC (for GMI), and, sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, OC, and BC (for GEOS-Chem) depends on the environmental conditions (Figs. 3d and 4d). In polluted areas, an increase in aerosol concentration will lead to a small increase in CDNC as both the $s_{\text{max}}$ and the droplet activation fraction are low. On the other hand, clean areas are characterized by high $s_{\text{max}}$ and droplet activation fractions, resulting in large CDNC increases when aerosol concentration is increased. Consequently, both GMI and GEOS-Chem predict a moderate influence (up to 0.2) of aerosol concentration on CDNC over East Asia, Europe, and Eastern Northern America, as well as over the biomass burning areas of South America and South Africa; the lowest values are predicted over East Asia (less than 0.1). The moderate value of $\frac{\partial N}{\partial (N_{\text{a}}+N_{\text{bb}})}$ computed is in accordance with Pöschl et al. (2010), where the formation of cloud droplets in the polluted environments of the Amazon Basin, influenced by intense biomass burning, depended primarily on the updraft velocity and not on aerosol number. On the other hand, the sensitivity of CDNC to aerosol concentration is moderate along the polluted coasts ($\frac{\partial N}{\partial (N_{\text{a}}+N_{\text{bb}})} \sim 0.4$) and increases as we move to more pristine environments such as the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (up to 0.7). The $\frac{\partial N}{\partial (N_{\text{a}}+N_{\text{bb}})}$ over the southern oceans is not large given that CDNC is most sensitive to sea salt, the main aerosol component in the area. Sotiropoulos et al. (2007) also presented the global spatial relative sensitivity of CDNC to CCN number, and found that sensitivity increased from polluted ($\sim 0.7$) to more pristine ($\sim 0.9$) environments (a behavior consistent with the results discussed above but somewhat greater in magnitude).

The sensitivity of CDNC to sea salt aerosols, $\frac{\partial N}{\partial N_{\text{ss}}}$, over the Southern Oceans is predicted to be up to 1 and 0.6 by the GMI and GEOS-Chem applications, respectively (Figs. 3e and 4e). This twofold difference can be attributed to the lower CDNC concentrations predicted over this area by the GMI model compared to GEOS-Chem (Figs. 3a, 4c). On the other hand, over the Northern Hemisphere oceans, sea salt aerosols co-exist with anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosols. In polluted environments, the coarse sea salt aerosols compete with the submicron anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosols for water vapor. Given that coarse sea salt activates at much lower $s_c$ than the other aerosols, its addition may
substantially increase the aerosol surface area at the point of $s_{\text{max}}$, lowering the available water vapor, $s_{\text{max}}$ and CDNC (Ghan et al., 1998; Barahona et al., 2010). Because of this, the sensitivity of CDNC to sea salt aerosol concentration over polluted marine environments is negative (up to $-0.6$) (Figs. 3e and 4e). On the other hand, sensitivity of CDNC to submicron sea salt aerosol (i.e., assuming that coarse sea salt does not vary) is positive, similar to the effect of the anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosols on CDNC described above.

**Aerosol hygroscopicity:** Figs. 3f and 4f depicts the sensitivity of CDNC to the bulk hygroscopicity of anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosols. Over areas with high aerosol load, the $s_{\text{max}}$ and the droplet activation fraction are very low; thus, increasing the hygroscopicity of the aerosols will have a very small impact on CDNC (less than 0.1) as the tendency to increase the activation fraction will be compensated by a decrease in $s_{\text{max}}$ due to the increasing competition for water vapor. Ervens et al. (2010) also reported that over six different continental locations, at $V \sim 0.3 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, the sensitivity of CDNC to particle composition ($\kappa$) was about 0.1 to 0.2. This suggests that over these regions, a simple assumption of the aerosol composition and mixing state is adequate for an accurate prediction of CDNC. Over moderately polluted areas (i.e., over the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans) the droplet activation fraction is moderately high ($\sim 15\%$). Increasing the hygroscopicity of the aerosols will lead to a notable increase in the droplet activation fraction without a compensating decrease on $s_{\text{max}}$ as the competition for water (because of decreased availability of CCN) is less intense. GMI and GEOS-Chem predict that over Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the CDNC sensitivity to anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosol hygroscopicity is up to 0.4 (Figs. 3f, 4f) which is consistent with Rissman et al. (2004), who also found that the sensitivity ratio $\frac{\partial N_d}{\partial \kappa} \frac{\partial \kappa}{\partial V}$ in marine stratocumulus is up to 0.4. Moreover, Moore et al. (2011), based on data from the Alaskan Arctic during the ARCPAC project, found that the sensitivity of CCN to $\kappa$ at 0.1 % supersaturation (similar to $s_{\text{max}}$ predicted in this study over Alaska) is up to 0.3, which is in general agreement to the $\frac{\partial N_d}{\partial \kappa}$ predicted by GEOS-Chem and GMI over the same area (up to 0.15 and 0.3, respectively). Moore et al. (2012) used CCN data sampled at California during the CalNex project in order to investigate its sensitivity to $\kappa$. At
0.06 % supersaturation (similar to $s_{\text{max}}$ predicted in this study over California) the $\frac{\partial N}{\partial \kappa}$ was calculated up to 0.15, compared to 0.1 and 0.15 predicted by GEOS-Chem and GMI, respectively, over the same area. Overall, CDNC is predicted to be less sensitive (on average by twofold) to changes in the hygroscopicity of the aerosols than in their concentration in most of the cases (Fig. 6b, c). This agrees well with Ervens et al. (2007) who found that the measured aerosol size distribution is always of primary importance for CCN closure, while the relative importance of the aerosol composition is low. However, we show here that the sensitivities to compositional changes are regionally significant especially for the arctic and remote oceans.

The hydrophilicity of dust aerosols is expressed by the $A_{\text{FHH}}$ and $B_{\text{FHH}}$ adsorption parameters with the latter being of most importance (Kumar et al., 2011a; Karydis et al., 2011). Smaller values of $B_{\text{FHH}}$ correspond to more hydrophilic dust. Figures 3h and 4h depict the sensitivity of CDNC to the $B_{\text{FHH}}$ adsorption parameter. Both GMI and GEOS-Chem applications predict a large sensitivity over the Sahara desert and across the tropical Atlantic Ocean (up to $-0.8$). Over the other arid areas of the world, GMI predicts much higher sensitivity than GEOS-Chem. In particular, GMI predicts sensitivities as large as $-1.3$ over Patagonian desert, $-0.5$ over the Arabian Peninsula, $-0.4$ over the Gobi desert, and $-0.3$ over Australia; whereas GEOS-Chem predicts $\frac{\partial N_{\text{CDNC}}}{\partial B_{\text{FHH}}} \sim -0.2$ over all these areas. The discrepancy between both models is attributed to the higher anthropogenic aerosol concentrations predicted by GEOS-Chem over deserts due to the more efficient transport of pollutants. The sensitivity of droplet number to dust hydrophilicity depends on the relative contribution of dust and anthropogenic aerosols to total aerosol number concentration as higher fractions of anthropogenic aerosols reduces the impact of dust hydrophilicity on total droplet number. The sensitivity of CDNC to $A_{\text{FHH}}$ adsorption parameter is up to 0.1 over desert areas. Finally, in contrast to other aerosol types, the hydrophilicity of dust aerosols (expressed through the $B_{\text{FHH}}$ parameter) has a significantly greater relative impact on CDNC than its concentration over the Southern Ocean. In contrast to updraft velocity, the impact of the uptake coefficient to CDNC is negative. Moreover, CDNC is predicted to be less sensitive to changes in the uptake coefficient than in the updraft velocity although the two sensitivities follow the same functional form. CDNC is less sensitive to aerosol concentration and hygroscopicity over land than over oceans. Over the oceans of the Northern Hemisphere, anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosols increase CDNC while coarse sea salt aerosol can reduce CDNC. Over the Southern Ocean, CDNC is almost always positively correlated to sea salt, as the competition for water vapor during droplet formation is not significant. Overall, CDNC is predicted to be less sensitive to changes in the hygroscopicity of the aerosols than in their concentration, although there are regions and times where they result in comparable sensitivities. Mineral dust is considered an exception as its hydrophilicity (expressed through the $B_{\text{FHH}}$ parameter) has a more significant relative impact on CDNC than its concentration.

Adjoint sensitivity analysis is a powerful technique that can quantify the factors that govern global cloud droplet formation by unraveling the relative importance of dynamical and aerosol factors required for its calculation. Immediate applications include a comprehensive understanding of the diversity of indirect forcing estimates across different modeling frameworks; quantifying the influence of spatial, sectoral, and seasonal varying emissions on CDNC; and assimilation of remote sensing products (e.g., Saide et al., 2012). The work presented here can be extended to other processes, providing unprecedented understanding of droplet formation in complex and highly coupled climate modeling frameworks.
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5 Conclusions

This study introduces a novel approach to comprehensively and efficiently quantify the sensitivity of 3-D CDNC distribution to updraft velocity, aerosol uptake coefficient, aerosol number and hygroscopicity. Sensitivities are calculated by developing the adjoint of an aerosol-droplet parameterization. The parameterization used in this study considers cloud droplet formation within an ascending air parcel containing an external mixture of soluble particles and insoluble wettable particles. Sensitivity calculations are demonstrated using the GMI and GEOS-Chem 3-D global CTMs.

CDNC is more sensitive to updraft velocity and uptake coefficient over land and polluted marine environments and less sensitive to those parameters over pristine environments (i.e., over the Southern Ocean). In contrast to updraft velocity, the impact of the uptake coefficient to CDNC is negative. Moreover, CDNC is predicted to be less sensitive to changes in the uptake coefficient than in the updraft velocity although the two sensitivities follow the same functional form. CDNC is less sensitive to aerosol concentration and hygroscopicity over land than over oceans. Over the oceans of the Northern Hemisphere, anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosols increase CDNC while coarse sea salt aerosol can reduce CDNC. Over the Southern Ocean, CDNC is almost always positively correlated to sea salt, as the competition for water vapor during droplet formation is not significant. Overall, CDNC is predicted to be less sensitive to changes in the hygroscopicity of the aerosols than in their concentration, although there are regions and times where they result in comparable sensitivities. Mineral dust is considered an exception as its hydrophilicity (expressed through the $B_{\text{FHH}}$ parameter) has a more significant relative impact on CDNC than its concentration.
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